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Between……………………………………………………………………………and Ferdinand Gross GmbH&Co.KG

Transport - and packaging instructions

1.

Delivery packaging

1.1.

The goods have to be packed on intact Euro palettes ( European standard palette), see also enclosure. If
possible please use stable and reusable Euro palettes.

1.2.

Maximum allowed height inclusive palette:
Maximum weight:
Size of the palette:

1.3.

It is not permitted that cardboard boxes jut out of the edge of the palette.

1.4

You have to pay special attention at the packaging that the cardboard boxes will not slip during the
transport (for example with shrink-wrapping).

1.5

One-type palette, this means only 1 size per palette, if the quantity is about 1/3 of a entire palette. It is not
allowed that small quantities of a size will be distributed on several palettes.

1.6

The content of articles and the quantity per article of a palette has to be clear marked on the outside
of the palette.

1.7

Commission goods (explanation see 2.1.) have to be packed separately from warehouse goods, on
extra palette with separate delivery documents. Please inscribe the commissions goods clear with the
word „ Kommission“.

2.

Commission and warehouse

70 cm
900 kg
800 x 1200 mm, height 145 mm

We place orders for goods for our warehouse and for our customer, which will be sent unopened to our
customer. We call that in our orders „Kommission“.To optimise the costs and the time it is necessary
that you in principle separate warehouse and commission goods.
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3.
3.1

Packaging units
The ordered quantity per packaging unit has to be taken into consideration. We do not accept smaller/
higher quantities than our packaging units.

3.2

The cardboard boxes should be filled approx. 90 %, otherwise they can burst and mix up with other
boxes. Therefore please choice suitable cardboard boxes. Do not pack the parts in plastic bags before
you pack them in the cardboard box, because they will get rusty until they will arrive Germany.
Recommended box sizes see enclosure.

3.3

The material of the cardboard boxes have to be so good that the goods are protected during the
transport to Ferdinand Gross and later to the customer. Problems arise when the cardboard boxes are
not complete filled.
...

3.4

That the cardboard boxes do not open during the logistics process, it is necessary that you stick them
with heat adhesive or transparent adhesive tape .

3.5

The labelling of the cardboard boxes have to be easy legible. The following information have to be on
the label:
- article name- DIN/ISO
- grade of hardness
- size
- quantity
- surface treatment
- batch / lot-no. if available
- Supplier Number
The label on the right side will show you how it should look like.
We can send you a disk with the Ferdinand-Gross-sign.

4.
4.1

Delivery Bill
If you do several sizes on one palette you have to make a separate delivery bill per palette or
a special marking on the general delivery bill.

4.2

Please make separate delivery papers for separate packed commission and warehouse goods.

4.3

The delivery bill has to be the following data’s:
- Ferdinand Gross order number
- day of ordering
- number of the supplier
- Ferdinand Gross article number

4.4.

The delivery bill for the complete shipment must be easy visible fixed on the outside of the
palette, for example in a transport adhesive bag. Or you can fix the complete delivery bill
on the top side of a very special marked palette.

5.

Sanctions
If you deliver against our instructions additional costs will arise and we keep the right to debit them to you.

_____________________________
Our sign:

__________________________________
Your sign:

Anlage
Individuell je nach Lieferant

6.

Order on call

Example





production time 3 months
order date 01.01.2003
parts are finished 01.04.03
that means last call 01.04.2004

Following example should clarify the procedure:
a.) We order 4 x 10.000 pcs. – first position for “sofort” (next possible shipment) and 3 positions for
31.12.2005 (Abruf)
b.) You deliver 10.000 pcs. as soon as possible and you keep another 10.000 pcs. at your stock.
c.) As soon as we call off (abrufen) the 10.000 pcs. from your stock, you start to produce further 10.000 pcs.
for your stock.
The procedure continues until the contract is finished.

We give you a guarantee for the produced products. We will call off the entire quantity within 12 months.
(Exceptionally within 18 months) starting from the first delivery.

